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Tim Atkin MW once called Chile 
the “Volvo of the wine industry” 
– now he says wines from both 
new and established producers 
are often “spectacular” 

E
duardo Chadwick has been 
clocking up the air miles over 
the  past couple of years, travel-
ling from his native Chile to 
Germany, Brazil, Japan and 

Canada to organise a quartet of compara-
tive tastings. On each occasion  his aim 
has been the same: to prove that Chile 
generally and Viña Errázuriz in particular 
can compete with the best red wine-
 producing nations on the planet, namely 
France and Italy.

The original event, held in Berlin in 
January 2004 as a Chilean variation on 
Steven Spurrier’s landmark 1976 Judge-
 ment of Paris Tasting, when a bunch of 
upstart California  wines beat some very 
swanky French names, was an unex-
pected triumph. Chadwick put up six of 
his own wines (the 2000 and 2001 vin-
tages of Viñedo Chadwick, Seña and Don 
Maximiano Founder’s Reserve) and found 

that they came first, second and ninth out 
of  16 against the likes of Tignanello, 
 Sassicaia and Châteaux Margaux, 
Lafite and Latour. Cue celebrations in 
Santiago .

He’s since repeated the exercise (with 
minor vintage variations) in Río de 
Janeiro, Tokyo and Toronto and, while 
he’s never done quite as well as he did in 
Berlin, Chadwick and his wines have 
more than held their own. It may be a 
slight exaggeration to call The Berlin Tast-
ing (complete with the now-obligatory 
capital letters) a “milestone in the history 
of the Chilean wine industry”, but it cer-
tainly helped to undermine the 
impression that, when applied to Chilean 
super-premium reds, the term “icon” 
should be two words rather than one.

Chadwick has done Chile a big favour. 
The country has a well-merited reputa-
tion for producing flavoursome, 

well-priced wines, but many consumers 
remain unconvinced of its potential to 
produce world-class bottles. 

I once described Chile, with some jus-
tification, as the “Volvo of the wine 
industry”, a remark that is quoted back to 
me every time I visit . Today, Chile is much  
more than that. It might not be a Rolls-
Royce , but it’s far less predictable than it 
once was. And at the top end, it has begun 
to deliver some spectacular results. 

Chile Wine

Chile’s transformation has two main 
focuses: grape varieties and vineyard 
sources. The country’s traditional 
strengths (Cabernet Sauvignon, Bordeaux 
blends, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay 
and, to a lesser extent, Carmenère) are 
still there (and getting better by the vin-
tage), but Chile has broadened its varietal 
base. In two weeks travelling through the 
country, I tasted wines made from Ries-
ling, Viognier, Muscat, Gewürztraminer, 
Marsanne, Pinot Gris, Pinot Noir, Merlot, 
Petite Sirah, Carignan, Cabernet Franc, 
Syrah, Malbec and Alicante Bouschet. 
Chile doesn’t have as many varieties as 
Argentina (few countries outside Italy 
and France do) but it is definitely moving 
away from the tried and tested.

Planting new grape varieties is one 
thing; planting them in the right place is 
something else altogether. Few  companies 
have done as much research into this 

Chile’s Volvo 
days are over 

It might not be a 
Rolls-Royce but it’s 
far less predictable 
than it once was

Eduardo Chadwick should now be happy that 
Chilean wines can fi ght their own corner
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as De Martino in Isla de Maipo, where 
 winemaker Marcelo Retamal has become 
an expert on terroir. As well as owning 
280ha of organically-farmed vineyards 
around the winery, the company buys 
grapes from 400 different sites, from Elquí 
in the north to Bío Bío in  the south. In the 
space of a decade, Retamal reckons he’s 
vinified 350 different wines, always 
searching for the ideal match between 
variety and location.

As the work has progressed, so Retamal 
has changed his vineyard sources. “I’d 
rather transport good grapes for six 
hours,” he says, “than bad ones for one 
minute.” The source of his Chardonnay, 
for instance, has moved from Maipo to 
Casablanca, to Leyda and now to Limarí. 
His tentative conclusions are that the best 
marriages are as follows: Syrah from Cho-
apa (in the northerly Coquimbo region), 
Pinot Noir from San Antonio, Malbec 
from Maule, Sauvignon Blanc from Casa-
blanca and Carmenère from Isla de 
Maipo. I say tentative, because Retamal 
points out that “you should never gener-
alise about areas in Chile, because it 
depends where your vineyard is situated 
in that area. There is more than one Casa-
blanca Valley, more than one Maule”.

The man who has worked alongside 
Retamal at De Martino, and who kept 
popping up all over Chile on my travels, 
is the French-trained viticultural consult-
ant  Professor Pedro Parra, of the 
University of Chile. Parra seems to spend 
most of his time digging holes up and 
down the country and prodding at soil 
samples with a small hammer to discern 
their suitability for vines. 

“We are just beginning to understand 
our terroirs in Chile,” he told me from the 
bottom of a red soil ditch. The fact that he 
works for some of the leading names in 

Chile (Concha  & Toro, Matetic, Montes, 
Casa Lapostolle and Tabalí) speaks for 
itself.

Most Chilean wineries are going 
through the same process. As a result, the 
country’s viticultural coordinates are 
changing at a rapid rate. Wineries are 
looking north, south, east and, most com-
monly, west in search of new and generally 
cooler climates. The thing to remember 
in Chile is that the east/west axis is more 
important than the north/south one. 
Limarí and Elquí (exciting areas for Char-
donnay and Syrah, respectively) are both 
on the edge of the desert, but their prox-
imity to the Pacific means that they have 
cool climates, capable of producing wines 
of remarkable elegance.

There is cool and cool, mind you. One 
thing  on which everyone agrees is that 
Casa Marín in Lo Abarco (San Antonio) is 
the coldest vineyard site in Chile. Marilu 
Marín’s pioneering operation is located 
only 2.5 miles from the Pacific Ocean. “It 
can be boiling hot in Santiago,” she says, 
“and cool and overcast here.” People 
called her mad when she planted in 2000, 
but she was convinced that she’d found a 
special area for elegant, minerally Sauvi-
gnon Blanc and intense Pinot Noir. My 
hunch is that she’s right, and that, wind 
and bird damage notwithstanding, Lo 
Abarco has the potential to make great 
Riesling and Syrah too.

In a small plane, Bío Bío is three hours 
 due south from Santiago. I took off in fac-
tor 20 sunshine and landed in cloudy 
drizzle. If Casa Marín is one of Chile’s 
smaller operations (at only 40 ha of vine-
yards), what Córpora is doing in Bío Bío 
is one of its most ambitious. The plan is 
to have 380ha in the ground by the end of 
this year, making it the region’s biggest 
producer by far.

The company that owns the Viña Porta, 
Agustinos, Gracia de Chile and Veranda 
brands is hanging its panama hat on an 
area that used to specialise in lowly País 
and Moscatel. Like Lo Abarco, Bío Bío is 
cool and windy, but it’s also wet (with the 
attendant risk of rot in the vineyard), yet 
Córpora is producing some very promis-
ing Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Sauvignon 
Blanc. 

Even more exciting is its Pinot Noir, 
especially the vines planted on the slopes 
of its Miraflores vineyard, where Burgun-
dian consultant Pascal Marchand has 
advised Córpora to plant four different 
clones for extra complexity. “Our aim,” 
says chief executive Jorge Goles, “is to be 
recognised as the biggest and best pro-
ducer of Pinot Noir in Chile.”

Most of the talk in Chile at the moment 
is about new developments in cooler 
areas such as Elquí, Limarí, San Antonio, 
Bío Bío and better-known Casabalanca –  
but that doesn’t mean  so-called  traditional 

areas are being left behind in Chile’s 
march towards more complex wine styles. 
One warmer area that impressed me was 
Maule, where J Bouchon, Calina, Gillmore 
and Casa Donoso are all making some 
excellent reds, with Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Merlot, Carmenère, Malbec, Carignan 
and Syrah the pick of the varieties. Randy 
Ullom, of the Kendall-Jackson-owned 
Calina, says : “Maule is  an area where 
French varieties meet País. Too many of 
the vineyards are high yielding and on the 
flat, but if you plant on slopes and push 
the boundaries a bit, it’s amazing what 
you can achieve.”

Even in the Maipo, the heartland of the 
Chilean wine industry and the source of 
so many of its top Cabernets and Caber-
net blends, there are new names to look 
out for, such as Odfjell and Antiyal. The 
second of these, owned by bio-dynamic 
specialist and star winemaker, Alvaro 
Espinoza and his wife, Marina, is a 7ha 
property in the south-eastern corner of 
the Maipo. 2007 will see the first crop 
from the couple’s own vineyard, although 
releases to date (from bought-in fruit and 
the 0.5ha around their house) suggest 
that this has the potential to become one 
of Chile’s best reds.

In time, I am convinced that Antiyal 
will join the likes of Montes Folly, Alma-
viva, Don Maximiano, De Martino Gran 
Familia, Santa Rita Casa Real, Coyam, 
Purple Angel, Odfjell, Don Melchior, Cono 
Sur Ocio Pinot Noir, Clos Apalta, Matetic 
EQ Syrah and Chadwick on the list of 
Chile’s best reds. 

The next time Eduardo Chadwick is 
tempted to get on a plane and fly to 
another country to pit Chilean wines 
against the best of Bordeaux and Italy, he 
should save himself the journey. Chile 
can more than stand on its own. 

Wine Chile

Wineries are looking north, south, east 
and, most commonly, west in search of 
new and generally cooler climates
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Viña Errazuriz, which has produced wines to 
rival those of the best from France and Italy
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Chile
Capital magazine

November, 2004
(Translation)

This is not the first time it has happened, and it’s 
not the first time that we speak about it. Eduardo 
Chadwick, president of Viña Errázuriz, takes his 
wines very seriously and has been amazing the 
wine world for some time now with bold blind 
tastings in which he confronts the world’s first order classic wines with his own three premium wines. In increasing order 
of price and prestige: Don Maximiano Founder’s Reserve (Aconcagua), Seña (ditto), and Viñedo Chadwick (Maipo).

In March 2003, Munich was the setting that put the best of the best of Bordeaux, the “unbeatable” Mouton Rothschild, 
Lafite Latour, Margaux, and Haut-Brion, to the test against three Chilean wines. The vintages presented were 1999 and 
2000. The jury was composed of prestigious international experts. The result: Seña 1999 and Don Maximiano 2000 tied 
for third place directly behind Château Margaux and Château Latour, both of the 1999 vintage.

The event was repeated in March of this year in the Hotel Ritz in Berlin. The reputable jury composed of wine writers 
and buyers—some of whom had participated in Munich—took part in a blind tasting that once again included the 
three wines from Errázuriz, this time faced with the crème de la crème of French wine and some Italian cult wines such 
as Tignanello, Sassicaia, Solaia, and Guado al Tasso. The result: Chadwick 2000 and Seña 2001 took the top two places, 
followed by Château Lafite 2000. 

The press likes highlight this type of event, especially with this type of result—any very understandably so. But Chadwick’s 
credibility and the consistency of his winery are motive enough to convince even the toughest critics. Such as Jancis 
Robinson, who did not participate in these tastings, but did dedicate a very enthusiastic column of the Financial Times 
confirming the result as a landmark event for Chilean wine. And we, backed by this congratulatory report, enthusiastically 
transmitted the good news. 

Fortunately we did. Two weeks ago, Eduardo Chadwick reenacted the Berlin Tasting for the Chilean press on a somewhat 
reduced scale, but based on the highest scores. There was Château Lafite 2000, Château Margaux 2001, and the 
Super Tuscans Sassicaia 2000 and Solaia 2000. Personally, I considered my first—and only—responsibility to be to try 
and recognize and identify the different origins of the seven wines. Not an easy task, but it was fascinating. I had to 
concentrate on performing before these exemplary wines, to be sure, but I also had to deal with that internal “bug” 
that tries to prefer the wines one believes to be immortal. There was something for everyone, but also a couple of 
examples, such as sample number 5, that provoked unanimous response. Most of the participants were convinced that it 
was French or Italian—from anywhere else but here. But no. It was Chilean; one of our own. Viñedo Chadwick showed 
surprising depth, concentration, and firmness. It was elegant and powerful. I confess that it was my second preference 
after Sassicaia 2000, another profound, concentrated, powerful, and delicious wine.

That’s it. A great experience. A tremendous exercise in humility first, followed by confirmation on the part of Errázuriz. 
Surely when they began with these daring blind tastings, they never imagined that the history of Chilean wine could be 
divided into “before and after the Berlin Tasting.” Or maybe they did. The only way to win is to make the bet.

Pure Pride
We printed the first part of this story in March, and 
today we continue with an incredible ending. The 
blind tastings in which Viña Errázuriz exposed its best 
wines against the world’s greatest experts did its part 
to undermine the infernal “consolation prize” mental-
ity that we so believe to be our own.

Paola Doberti
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Errázuriz lo hace nuevamente
Una cata similar a la mítica de Berlín en enero de este año, confirma lo que presentíamos: Chile no está tan
lejos del Olimpo.

En enero de este año, la viña Errázuriz se lanzó a la piscina. Juntando a un grupo de destacados periodistas y
compradores del mundo del vino, un grupo selecto y muy bien escogido, puso en cata a ciegas lo mejor de
los vinos de Burdeos (Chateau Margaux, Lafite, Latour, entre otros), los más renombrados súper toscanos
(Sassicaia, Ornelaia, Solaia) junto a sus tres vinos top: Viñedo Chadwick, Don Maximiano Founder´s Reserve y
Seña. El objetivo era simple: ver quién se paraba mejor, comprobar si las distancias entre estos íconos -que
por décadas han dominado la escena enológica- se podían sostener en una cata a ciegas ante los mejores
exponentes de Errázuriz.

No había mucho que perder y, por el contrario, mucho que ganar en este duelo. Tal como Eduardo
Chadwick lo señala, ya con estar entre los tres mejores era un éxito sin precedentes, un resultado histórico.
Es por eso que, tras la degustación, y cuando se comenzaron a ver los resultados, un Lafite 2000 en tercer
lugar no fue nada de sorprendente. Y ya cuando, tras hacer las sumas y los cálculos respectivos, que Seña
2000 ocupara el segundo lugar era suficiente como para decir que el esfuerzo de organizar tamaña
degustación, nada menos que en el recién inaugurado Hotel Ritz de Berlín, con un súper panel de
especialistas liderado por Steven Spurrier, el gran crítico inglés, estaba pagado. Un segundo lugar, vamos, era
como llegar a la final de la copa mundial del fútbol.

La gran sorpresa estuvo a cargo de quien ocuparía el primer lugar: Viñedo Chadwick 2000, un vino que ya
había dado de qué hablar en Chile, pero que venía de una cosecha considerada como mediocre y, más
encima, le tocaba competir con grandes nombres, los mejores del mundo si la fama y el prestigio son los
factores a considerar. El caso es que Viñedo Chadwick ganó. En el planeta dimos la noticia en su momento,
pero guardamos cautela, especialmente porque no estuvimos allí a pesar de que nuestro editor, Patricio
Tapia, fue invitado a la cata y no pudo asistir. Esperábamos, entonces, que Errázuriz se animara a realizar el
encuentro, esta cata ciegas, en Santiago para comprobar con paladar de primera fuente, si es que era verdad
toda esta gesta heroica. Lo era.

La semana recién pasada, Eduardo Chadwick juntó a los más destacados periodistas de vinos de Chile para
hacer una réplica de la cata de Berlín. Esta vez, sólo se cataron los mejores vinos, a saber, Sassicaia, Solaia,
Chateau Margaux, Lafite, y los tres chilenos.

Sassicaia 2000 fue un monumento de fruta y concentración, un tinto hecho en base a cabernet sauvignon que
exhibió toda la fuerza de lo mejor de la Toscana. Solaia, mucho más recatado, mostraba el lado clásico de
Antinori, mientras que Margaux y Latour, aún jóvenes, eran una exquisita expresión de fruta vivaz y fresca,
ambos pasando por su momento más alegre antes de ponerse serios con la guarda.

Seña y Don Max resultaron ser clásicos representantes de Aconcagua con sus notas dulces, sus especias, su
baja acidez, pero su dulzor a toda prueba en vinos golosos que no dejaban mal parada a la enología chilena.,
Así, a ciegas, se veía que estaban en el mismo nivel.

Sin embargo, la sorpresa vendría con la muestra número 5, un tinto cien por cien cabernet sauvignon con una
fruta gloriosa, contundente, que llenaba la boca de sabor y profundidad, con especias, canela, cerezas secas,

Chile
Planetavino.cl

November, 2004
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pimienta, todo amalgamado en taninos suaves y firmes,
sólidos y amables. Sin haberlo reconocido, nos
inclinamos por él como el más logrado, junto a Sassicaia.
Y, claro, era Viñedo Chadwick.

Más allá de que, según nuestro paladar, se haya
confirmado el triunfo de este gran cabernet del Alto

Maipo en Berlín, la lección que queda es que así, a ciegas, las cosas no están tan desequilibradas, que la
calidad y el carácter -en este caso, de los vinos de Errázuriz- se paran sin complejos ante los mejores del
mundo. Y hasta ganan. Lo valioso es que catas como éstas contribuyen con un granito de arena a la gran
batalla que aún los vinos chilenos tienen que dar en el mundo del vino, una batalla que no sólo se enfoca en
el viñedo o en la bodega, sino que también en el plano frío y compulsivo del marketing, allí donde gestas
como ésta de Errázuriz hacen mucho en el derrumbe de mitos.
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Errázuriz Does it Again
A tasting similar to the now legendary Berlin Tasting in January confirms what we already suspected: Chile is 
not so far from Olympus after all. 

In January Viña Errázuriz took the plunge and invited a very carefully selected group of major international 
wine writers and buyers to a blind tasting of some of the best wines from Bordeaux (Château Margaux, Lafite, 
and Latour, among others), the most renowned Super Tuscans (Sassaicaia, Ornelaia, and Solaia), and its own top 
three wines (Viñedo Chadwick, Don Maximiano Founder’s Reserve, and Seña). The objective was simple: to see 
which was best, and to see whether the distances between these icons—which had dominated the wine scene 
for decades—could hold up in a blind tasting against Errázuriz’ best.

Errázuriz didn’t have much to lose—just the opposite, in fact—they had much to gain in the duel. As Eduardo 
Chadwick says, it would be an unprecedented success—an historic result—to be among the top three. So, 
once the tasting was finished and the results were tallied, it was no big surprise to find Lafite 2000 in third 
place. And, after the respective calculations showed Seña 2000 in second place, it would have been enough 
to say that organizing such an event in the recently-inaugurated Ritz Hotel in Berlin with a super panel of 
specialists led by the great English critic Steven Spurrier, had been well worth the effort. Second place—come 
on—that would be like coming in second in the World Cup!

But the biggest surprise was who came in first: Viñedo Chadwick 2000, a wine that had already made its mark 
in Chile, but that came from a vintage considered mediocre and to top it off, it was competing against the 
great names, the best in the world, if fame and prestige were the factors to consider. But Viñedo Chadwick 
won. We at Planetavino had reported the news at the 
time, but we were rather leery about the results, espe-
cially because we were not there, although our editor, 
Patricio Tapia, was invited and unable to attend. So we 
had hoped that Errázuriz would repeat this blind tasting 
in Santiago to be able to see first hand with our own 
palates, whether this heroic finding was true… And it 
was!

Last week Eduardo Chadwick invited Chile’s most 
renowned wine writers to a replica of the Berlin Tasting. 
This time, only the best were tasted: Sassicaia, Solaia, 
Chateaux Margaux, Lafite, and the three Chilean wines.

Sassicaia 2000 was a monument of fruit and concentra-
tion, a Cabernet Sauvignon-based wine that exhibited 
all of the strength of Tuscany’s finest. Solaia was much 
more reserved and showed Antinori’s classic side, while 
the still-young Margaux and Latour [sic] were a delicious 
expression of lively fresh fruit, both in their happiest mo-
ment before ageing turns them into more serious wines.
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Seña and Don Max were classic representatives of Aconcagua with sweet notes, spice, and low acidity, but 
with the lush sweetness found in big wines that does justice to Chilean oenology. Tasted blind, they were at 
the same level.

It was glass number 5, however, that held the surprise: 100% Cabernet Sauvignon with glorious fruit. It was 
rich and filled the mouth with flavour and depth, with spices, cinnamon, dried cherries, and black pepper, all 
wrapped in soft yet firm, solid, and friendly tannins. Although we did not recognize it, we felt that it—and 
Sassicaia—were the best. And sure enough, this was Viñedo Chadwick.

Beyond having confirmed the triumph of this grand Alto Maipo Cabernet in Berlin with our own palates, 
the lesson learned is the value of blind tastings, where the elements are more balanced, where quality and 
character—in this case, Errázuriz wines—can compete against the world’s best. And even win. It is also 
important that this type of tastings add another grain of sand in the great battle that Chilean wines still 
face in the world of wine, a battle that not only focuses on the vineyard or the winery, but also on the cold 
and compulsive marketing front, where successes such as this one by Errázuriz go a long way to destroy 
the myths.
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La Cata de Berlín en Chile 
 No tuvo la solemnidad de su versión europea, pero aún así, la versión chilena de la "Cata de Berlín" como 
quedó bautizada esa degustación en que los tres vinos iconos de Viña Errázuriz de Chile se midieron con 
grand cru franceses y súper toscanos hace más de 10 meses y donde dos vinos nacionales lideraron las 
posiciones de avanzada en un hecho inédito para el país, sí estábamos ansiosos por saber lo que ocurriría 
aquí, en la casa de Viñedo Chadwick, con el tibio calor primaveral. 

Eduardo Chadwick, presidente de Errázuriz y presentador oficial de la degustación dejó que degustáramos en 
silencio los siete vinos que, de manera aleatoria, estaban dispuestos en nuestra mesa. Allí estaba Château 
Lafite 2000, Château Margaux 2001 (ambos de Burdeos), Sassicaia 2000, Solaia 2000 representando a la 
Toscana, y Seña 2001, Don Maximiano 2001 y Viñedo Chadwick 2000 de Chile. Igual que los europeos, 
muchos pensamos que la competencia era desigual. 

Si la acidez de Lafite 2000 nos confundía, si los vinos chilenos eran claramente identificables, si nos alegramos 
con el aplauso unánime para Viñedo Chadwick 2000 o si pudimos o no identificar cada origen, a la larga, dio 
lo mismo. Luego de horas de interesante discusión, y un par más de cata propia, la cata de Berlín en Chile es, 
antes que todo, un ejercicio de humildad y búsqueda de identidad. 

A ciegas cada uno de estos vinos nos habló de sus cualidades, deudas y pasaporte. Sassicaia 2000, el primer 
súper toscano y para muchos el mejor vino italiano, mostró claramente su origen en paladar con una acidez 
muy marcada, pero con un final de boca largo y elegante. Le siguió un Solaia 2000, del marchese Piero 
Antinori, que nos pareció algo perdido en su calidad. Con fruta roja muy madura, cassis, algo de cuero, con 
taninos muy presentes, algo duros y un futuro más bien incierto. 

Don Max 2001 fue el primer chileno en salir en la cancha, y aunque no es el representante más clásico de esta 
famosa marca nacional, sí nos recordó la fruta 
madura de un clima cálido, como Aconcagua. 
Fruta roja y negra, algo de cedro, moka y unos 
taninos suaves de rica persistencia. El siguiente, 
fue uno de los vinos má discutidos. Lafite 2000, 
en una añada considerada clásica por la crítica 
internacional, nos tuvo en la duda de su origen. 
Un estupendo degustador de origen francés nos 
dio luces de su estilo, algo desequilibrado para 
varios, pero sin perder la elegancia y el sentido 
de vinos que deberíamos empezar a entender 
en un buen par de años más. 

La copa número 5 fue de esos amores rápidos y 
sin dudas. Una ensalada de berries, con una 
clara predominancia de frutillas, especias, canela, 
menta y una boca compleja, deliciosa y sin duda 
contundente. Era Viñedo Chadwick 2000, del 
valle del Maipo. Las dos últimas paradsa fueron 
Margaux 2001, muy marcado en un inicio por 

Chile
Chilevinos.com

November  7, 2004 
Ana María Barahona A.
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las notas aportadas por la barrica, para dar paso luego a frutos rojos, moka, cassis, con la acidez levemnte
ácida pero que al final de boca nos deja la sensación de un vino mucho más fácil de entender sin perder su
elegancia.

Seña 2001 fue el encargado de cerrar la degustación. dando claras luces de su origen chileno, valoramos la
buena entrega de su carácter frutal, su delicado y atractivo eucaliptus, junto a especias en una boca larga y de
muy buen nivel.

Entendimos primero que estamos muy lejos de todo. Que agradecer esta oportunidad a Chadwick y su
equipo es cosa de perogrullo. Que, finalmente, en Chile se están haciendo las cosas bien y tres vinos
nacionales (ojalá algún día sean varios más) pudieron pararse frente a esos monstruos del Viejo Mundo, con
varias décadas y en algunos casos siglo de historia y precios por sobre cualquier vino chileno, no sólo con
dignidad, sino que hablándonos claramente de un lugar de origen, de un trabajo cuidadoso, de vinos que
dicen mucho del país. Y eso sí que merece un reconocimiento.
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Chile
Chilevinos.com
November 7, 2004

Ana María Barahona
(Translation)

The Berlin Tasting in Chile
The Chilean version of the so-called “Berlin Tasting” may not have been as solemn an affair as the European 
original was more than ten months ago, but yes, we were anxious to see what would happen there, in the 
home of Viñedo Chadwick on that warm day in spring. The event would reenact the tasting in which three icon 
wines from the Chilean winery Viña Errázuriz were measured against French Grand Crus and Super Tuscans 
and in which two national wines finished in the lead in an unprecedented event for the country. 

Eduardo Chadwick, President of Errázuriz and official presenter of the tasting, allowed us to silently taste the 
seven wines that were placed randomly on our table. They were Château Lafite 2000, Château Margaux 2001 
(both from Bordeaux), Sassicaia 2000, Solaia 2000, representing Tuscany, and Seña 2001, Don Maximiano 2001, 
and Viñedo Chadwick 2000 from Chile. Just as the Europeans did, many of us felt that the competition was 
unbalanced.

Whether the acidity in Lafite 2000 confused us or the Chilean wines were clearly identifiable; whether we 
were pleased by the unanimous applause earned by Viñedo Chadwick 2000 or whether or not we could 
identify each origin, in the end, it didn’t matter. After hours of interesting discussion and a couple more in the 
tasting itself, the Berlin Tasting in Chile was, above all else, an exercise in humility and the search for identity.

Tasted blind, each of these wines spoke to us of its qualities, debts, and passport. Sassicaia 2000, the first Super 
Tuscan and for many, the best Italian, clearly showed its origins on the palate with very pronounced acidity, but 
with a long and elegant finish. Solaia 2000, from Marchese Piero Antinori, followed and seemed to be a bit lost 
in terms of quality. With very ripe red fruit, black currant, a bit of leather, very firm and somewhat harsh tan-
nins, and a rather uncertain future.

Don Max 2001 was the first Chilean on the 
lineup, and although it is not the most classic 
representative of this famous national label, it 
did remind us of ripe fruit from a warm climate, 
such as Aconcagua. Red and black fruit, a bit of 
cedar, mocha, and soft and deliciously persistent 
tannins. One of the day’s most debated wines 
followed. Lafite 2000, considered a classic vintage 
by international critics, had us doubting its origin. 
One stupendous taster from France shed light on 
its style—a bit unbalanced for many of us—but 
without losing the elegance and the type of wine 
that we should begin to understand in another 
few years.

Glass number 5 was one of those “love at first 
sight” wines. A bowlful of berries, spice, cinnamon, 
mint, and a lush, full, and delicious palate. It was 
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Viñedo Chadwick 2000, from the Maipo Valley. The last two wines included Margaux 2001, which was initially 
very marked by oaky notes that gave way to red fruit, mocha, black currant with somewhat high acidity, which 
left a sensation on the finish of being easier to understand, but without sacrificing elegance.

Seña 2001 wrapped up the tasting, and clearly showed its Chilean origin. We valued the good delivery of its 
fruity character and its delicate, attractive eucalyptus and spice on a very long and very good palate.

First of all, we understand that we are very far away from everything, and it goes without saying that we thank 
Chadwick and his team for this opportunity. It shows that things are being done right in Chile. When three 
national wines (hopefully there will be more one day) are able to face up to these Old World “monsters” 
with many decades and even centuries of history and prices well above any Chilean wine, and do so not only 
with dignity, but while speaking of a clearly defined origin, of careful work, and of wines that say much of their 
country—that deserves recognition.
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A MILESTONE IN VIÑA ERRÁZURIZ HISTORY
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Chile
La Nación

November 7, 2004
César Fredes
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There is an entire mythology of wine that indicates that French 
musts—especially the grand crus of Bordeaux—are far and away the 
best in the world and no other congener from anywhere else could 
even come close in quality. Especially when it comes to names like 
Château Margaux or Château Lafite. Each bottle of one of those 
wines costs at least $450,000 Chilean pesos and has been the object 
of desire of wine lovers rich and poor for a couple of centuries.

But the times are changing, and last Friday at midday, three Chilean 
wines were once again lined up in a blind tasting against them and 
not only competed with them on an equal standing, but were unani-
mously declared the best by a panel of expert Chilean wine writers 
and critics. This was a reenactment, eight months after the historic tasting in Berlin, in which a world-level 
panel led by British expert Steven Spurrier and Swiss René Gabriel compared some of the best Chilean red 
wines with Châteaux Margaux and Lafite from France and with the best Italian wines from Tuscany (Sassicaia, 
Solaia, and Tignanello).

What made the Berlin tasting so famous and historic? The fact that they blind tasted 16 wines of the highest 
level, and the Chilean wines Viñedo Chadwick 2000 and Seña 2001 placed first and second… And in third 
place, Chateau Lafite, a wine that was already ranked among France’s top 4 wines in 1885! That time the 
fourth wine went to the same Chilean Seña, but from the 2000 vintage, and fifth to Château Margaux. 

On noon on Friday, a room in the family home of Viñedo Chadwick was set up for a tasting of three Chilean 
wines, the already famous Lafite and Margaux, and the Italian Sassicaia and Solaia, along with another Chilean, 
Maximiano Founder’s Reserve 2001. Among the tasters were the renowned Chilean Héctor Vergara, and spe-
cialized journalists Patricio Tapia, Daniel Greve, Paola Doberti, Mariana Martínez, and the author of this ar ticle.

Because this tasting was of a more social and educational nature (some of 
the participants, even the wine writers, had never tasted European wines 
of this magnitude), Eduardo Chadwick, president of Viña Errázuriz, host, 
and owner of the local wines, proposed that we proceed without scores 
or voting. The plan was to try and identify which wines were Italian, which 
were French, and which were Chilean. The big surprise was that the Chilean 
wines were almost unanimously recognized, although the French and par-
ticularly the Italians presented surprises in bulk.

In general, the Chilean wines were fruitier, more aromatic, and less acidic 
than their aristocratic European relatives.
The French wines were elegant, complex, and intriguing, although generally 
speaking their acidity was higher and aromas less expressive.

Tasting Deluxe
Chile wins over France

Chile
La Nación

November 7, 2004
(Translation)

Superior Palates
César Fredes

On Friday, a blind tasting was 
reenacted in Santiago that 

was originally held in March in 
Berlin with competent tasters 
and some of the world’s em-
blematic wines. The results—

without scores—place two 
Chilean wines above a couple 

of France’s vitivinicultural 
legends of all times.
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And the Italians (Sassicaia has received the maximum possible 100 points in professional tastings in the United 
States), were slightly acidic, thin, and lacking potency next to the Chilean and French wines.
For Eduardo Chadwick, who presided over the tasting without expressing his judgments, the results ratified 
that some Chilean wines already compete on equal standing with the finest wines in the world. “These new 
results give me much confidence on our quality. As these blind tastings are gradually done in Europe and the 
United States, the world’s critics and most demanding public will respect us more. It seems like a dream, but 
it’s true!”

Chilean wines pass the test
The following are this author’s tasting notes for these luxurious wines:

1.  Viñedo Chadwick 2000 (Chile): Discrete nose, but delicious palate. Concentrated, almost liqueur-like, with very 
mild animal notes. Sweet on the palate; firm, but soft and round.

2.  Seña 2001 (Chile): Delightful nose. Very Chilean red fruit. Toasty, delicious, complex, lactic. Dense and soft.
3. Château Lafite 2000 (France): Great aromatic nose; sweet, refined, and lactic. Very good oak with mocha. Com-

plex palate, delicious, somewhat animal, but a bit green. Lively acidity.
4.  Château Margaux 2001 (France): Good nose, toasted oak a bit excessive. Soft, slightly acidic, but refined. Black 

fruit, leather, and spice. Impressively complex, without being rich or enticing.
5.  Don Maximiano Founder’s Reserve 2001 (Chile): Good nose showing oak, resin, and leather. Rich, meaty palate, a 

bit earthy, but tasty. Tannins are still lively, but very flavourful.
6.  Solaia 2000 (Italy): The nose is not very aromatic and a bit dirty. Leather and moderate intensity. Acidity a bit high.
7.  Sassicaia 2000 (Italy): Earthy, light, a bit acidic. Lacks intensity on the palate. Nothing remarkable; just acceptable.

Eduardo Chadwick leads the tasting of collectable Chilean, French, and Italian wines. In the end, smiles all around: Chile came out ahead.
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Chile
Wikén magazine, 

El Mercurio 
November 12, 2004

(Translation)

Champion Chile: 
CHILEAN WINES AGAINST THE WORLD’S MOST FAMOUS WINES…AND GUESS WHO WON.

In January, Viña Errázuriz held a blind tasting. The chosen place was the Hotel Ritz in Berlin. The guests: a hand-
ful of the world’s most highly esteemed wine writers. The objective: to compare the best wines of Bordeaux 
and Tuscany—hallmarks of world enology—with Errázuriz’s top wines: Viñedo Chadwick, Seña, and Don Maxi-
miano Founder’s Reserve… And choose the winners, of course.

To put this into context, competing in a situation like this is like Chile’s national football (soccer) team winning 
the World Cup over Argentina, Brazil, and Germany in the semifinals. The fact is that the tasting panel pro-
nounced Viñedo Chadwick to be the best, followed by Seña, with Chateau Lafite, a Bordeaux monument, in 
third place.

I didn’t know how to write up the results. You know, the classic Chilean mistrust: a winery organizes a tasting 
and its wines win—something doesn’t smell right—but I was deeply mistaken.

Last Friday Eduardo Chadwick, president of Errázuriz, organized a similar tasting in Santiago. Once again the 
great wines of Tuscany and Bordeaux, all Cabernet Sauvignon based, competing blind against the top three 
wines from this house. I, in fact, went prepared to see Sassicaia or Solaia or Château Margaux or Lafite 
win—any of those—legendary, incredible, sublime wines in every respect. Wrong again.

Of the seven samples that I tasted, I simply flipped over glass number 5. Wonderfully deep, complex, tight, and 
full of fruit. Not Sassicaia perhaps (which, in fact, I had already determined to be glass number 1), but it could 
be Margaux perhaps, or maybe even Solaia, the great Italian red from Antinori, which, of course, can sometimes 
smell like a Bordeaux. My senses were all over the place. Glass number 5 was Viñedo Chadwick. 

What I learned, yet once again, was that tasting blind is an act of complete humility. When names and fame are 
set aside, and the only thing you know about that glass sitting before you is the color of the contents. It is the 
senses—and the sense alone—that rule. But also that Chile—this time in the examples of Errázuriz—is suf-
ficiently armed to do battle with the best. All it needs is marketing—decades of marketing perhaps. With this 
tasting, Errázuriz and its incredible Viñedo Chadwick, have made tremendous progress in this work.
My hat’s off to them.

PaTriCiO TaPia
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Chile
Revista del Campo

(El Mercurio)
November 22, 2005

Sabine Drysdale
(Translation)

Tasting Blind

Tasting blind is not just a simple exercise. Without the prejudice of the label, the great wines may 
seem like the worst, and the critics—as good as they may be—can be greatly mistaken. If you 
don’t believe it… keep reading.

A religious silence fills the room. The table, dressed with floor-length white linens, reflects the solemnity of 
the moment. Beneath the imposing chandelier, Chile’s top wine critics (see inset) are seated in their assigned 
seats. Before each there are seven crystal stem glasses half-filled with red wine.

There’s a certain nervousness in the air. And not for nothing. The tasting is blind. There is nothing to judge by, 
no pre-formed opinions to hang on to. The tasters are naked, although not completely. They know that among 
the glasses there are two Grand Crus, the ultra-premiums from France (Château Lafite 2000 and Château 
Margaux 2001), two Super Tuscans (Sasscicaia 2000 and Solaia 2000), and the best three from Viña Errázuriz 
(Don Maximiano Founder’s Reserve 2001, Seña 2001, and Viñedo Chadwick 2000).

For many in the room, this is their first time before such world icons, and they are ready to dig in… deep.

The event takes place in Puente Alto, in the dining room of the manor house of Chadwick family, owners of 
Viña Errázuriz.

The plan is to repeat the famous “Berlin Tasting” that Eduardo Chadwick organized in January with European 
experts in that city’s Ritz Hotel. The fame was earned as a result of the judges’ votes. The best wine: Viñedo 
Chadwick. Second: Seña. Third: Château Lafite, a Bordeaux classic.

This time however, the idea is not to have the Chilean critics rank the wines, but rather to identify the origin 
of each wine and indicate whether it is Tuscan, Bordeaux, or Chilean.

Eduardo Chadwick, who presides over the tasting, begins. No one says a word. The only sound is the tinkling 
of the glasses and the unpleasant slurping sound of the tasting process. While the wine sloshes around their 
mouths, the participants make their notes. Some spit. Others don’t (César Fredes, critic of the La Nación 
newspaper, calculates that each sip costs $9,000 Chilean pesos, and therefore opts not to use his spittoon).

Chadwick speaks.
“How many think that wine number 1 is Chilean?”
Opinions are divided. France and Italy are nearly tied, and the minority says it is Chilean, including master 
Sommelier Héctor Vergara.
“Ok, Héctor, you comment on the first one,” orders Chadwick.
He barely begins his explanation and Chadwick interrupts him. “In Berlin, René Gabriel, Switzerland’s most 
renowned wine writer, and someone who buys wines from all of the chateaux, could not identify the first 
wine (Chateaux Margaux) as French. He thought it was awful. And said so in front of his peers,” comments 
Chadwick.
The audience breaks out in laughter ; Vergara smiles. Things are getting good.

The Master Sommelier suggests his theory, using elimination and indicates that there are wines that are similar 
that must belong to the same country.

“Numbers 4 and 6 are from the same family, and 2 and 5 are another,” says Vergara.

The tasters comment amongst themselves, and Chadwick taps his glass for silence.
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Vergara continues: “Number 1 has notes of graphite, black fruit, and cedar from barrel ageing. It is harmonious 
and elegant. I think it is Viñedo Chadwick.”

“Anyone defend Italy?” asks Chadwick.

“I do,” answers César Fredes. “It has high acidity and is low in concentration. It’s a bit rustic, green, which sug-
gests little maturity. I’d say that it has an excess of oak, and so I believe this is Italian.

Mariana Martínez, journalist from Planetavino.com, bets on France. “Commenting from here, from my inter-
national culture, which is completely conceptual, I’d say that for me, Fredes’ comments about the high acidity, 
green notes, and low concentration, make me think it is French.”

Chadwick reveals the correct answer. It is Italian—Sassicaia 2000, and César Fredes was right; in Italy they 
generally age wine in barrels with more than one use.

The majority voted that the second wine was French. Patricio Tapia, critic for Wikén [a supplement of El Mer-
curio] defends the position. “Ok. I’ll play the fool. It has black currant, notes of leather, sour black fruit; it has 
the structure of Cabernet Sauvignon—very elegant—but also has a classic style. I’d say Bordeaux, and Lafite 
above all for the structure of the tannins—that masculine aspect.

Surprise! It was Italian. Solaia 2000. 

At this point everyone laughs and is in a good mood.

There are no more Italians to discover. The battle is now between Chile—or rather wines from Errázuriz—
and the French Grand Crus.

Mariana Martínez thinks number 3 is Chilean. “This seems like a very familiar wine, with a spicy nose, like the 
native forest in the foothills of the mountains.”
Bingo! This is Don Maximiano Founder’s Reserve 2001, from the Aconcagua Valley.

Hmm. There are two Chilean and the top French wines left.
Wine number 4.
Winemaker Claudia Gómez, of Vitiviniculture magazine, announces “If this wine is French, I’m not setting a 
foot in France again for another 10 or 20 years until it evolves.

Ana María Barahona, editor of Chilevinos.com, considers it unstructured.

Chadwick looks around and smiles.

A new voice—with a French accent—rises above the noise of the critics who are all talking at once. Som-
melier conseil Rodolphe Bourdeau speaks up. “This is certainly the deepest wine of all, the most difficult to 
understand. I’ll take the leap. For me, number 4 is Lafite. It makes me remember French wines [he’s lived Chile 
for 2 years]. I detect the ageing style of Margaux in number 6 and Lafite in number 4. Lafite is more timid and 
introverted. Numbers 5 and 7 are clearly Chilean, because a French 2000 or 2001 could not have the fruit 
that number 5 has (again, the elimination theory).

Brilliant. Bourdeau is the “revelation” of the tasting. And he’s spot on.

Wine number 5. At this point it is obviously Chilean. Patricio Tapia comments, “I like the concentration very 
much, the strength it has on the palate. If this is indeed Chilean, it seems like a very good wine to me,” he 
says, now more cautious.
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Most of the group considers this their favorite. It’s Viñedo Chadwick; the same wine that won in Berlin.

Number 6 seems to be Château Margaux. “It’s like a cocoon that will turn into a butterfly in many years 
more,” says Bourdeau, who at this point is the expert in the room.
The last wine is obviously Seña. End of tasting.

Wine: an education in humility.
Tables have been arranged in the garden for the luncheon prepared by the excellent chef Carlo von Mülen-
brock. The first cigarettes are lit (a mortal sin before a tasting) and everyone comments on the results. Many 
have a hard time leaving the tasting room… they taste and retaste the wines.
Paola Doberti, wine writer for Capital magazine, who was very silent during the tasting, is content. She 
identified four of the seven, and she knew which one was Lafite. Although she confesses that her favorite was 
Sassicaia. “But who am I? I’m lucky if I’ve tried it once. And this is very tricky because you return to the glass 
and then you like another one, and then it changes,” she concludes.

For Fredes, on the other hand, the result was clear. “Honestly, the Chileans won over the rest and they won 
blind. I never thought that they would have such an advantage.”

Rodolphe, with his French palate, does not agree. For him, the Lafite was clearly the best. “After the tasting I 
spent another 15 minutes with the glass and it just kept becoming more and more extraordinary.”

Before experiencing the event for himself, Patricio Tapia had turned a wary eye on the results of the Berlin 
Tasting. But now he says he was surprised by the scant difference in quality among the different wines. “It is 
interesting that I preferred Viñedo Chadwick over wines that in theory should be better,” explained the wine 
critic from Wikén magazine.
“Are you embarrassed that you were mistaken?” I asked.
“No, not at all. It’s normal… it’s part of the game.”

After Lunch, which featured typically Chilean dishes accompanied by the Errázuriz wines, it is clear that 
Eduardo Chadwick is completely satisfied. And it’s no small matter. For him, this is a landmark in the history of 
Chilean wine.

“Chileans must learn to love themselves; that’s why I am happy to do these tastings and let the national critics 
be convinced of the quality of the wine that we have here. And the only way to analyze the quality per se is 
with a blind tasting against the best wines of the world.”

“Why not rank the wines, like in the Berlin Tasting?”
“With all due respect, there were some wine specialists among those present today, but in Europe, the 40 
wine writers were all specialists in the ‘wines of the world.’ For them, all of the wines from Bordeaux and 
Tuscany were absolutely familiar,” says Chadwick.

apples and oranges
The French chateaux were not at all happy about the news of this blind tasting—and especially that of Berlin. 
They saw it as mixing apples and oranges and say that wines that are not comparable should never have ap-
peared in the same flight.

It is well known that Chilean wines are ready to drink almost immediately and that French wines need to 
spend decades in the bottle before they are ready to deliver their quality. For example, the French will wait 
15 years to open a bottle of Château Lafite—and the English, 20. 
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Christophe Salin, president of Domaines Barons de Rothschild (Lafite), considers that the Chadwick tasting is 
disrespectful for both Bordeaux and Chile, and that the only thing it generates is a ‘stupid’ war.

“I would never say that a Chilean wine or a French wine was better than the other. That would be ridiculous. 
Chilean wine is among the best on the planet. They are not antagonists, but rather complementary. In Cha-
teaux Lafite we drink Latfite 1983 and Los Vascos 2002 in the same meal!” he responds from Mexico.

“I don’t like the way Chadwick is doing things; he’s staging the same circus that Mondavi did. He used to put 
together road shows and compare fruity young California wines with Bordeaux wines that were not yet 
ready. That was completely absurd,” adds Salin.

For Eduardo Chadwick, however, they are comparable. In fact, he says that the critical point of the French 
wines is just six months after harvest, when they hold their ‘en primeur’ tastings. The international specialists 
express their opinions, the price is set in accordance with the results, and the entire sales process is com-
pleted.

“We did a tasting with wines from 2000 and 2001 in the year 2004, and for professionals; these are not 
apples and oranges. These were not consumers; they were not evaluating their roundness for consump-
tion today. That would be like saying that a winemaker cannot differentiate between the best wine and the 
winery’s second wine when he makes the blend,” says Chadwick. 

He adds that Viña Errázuriz is also making wines to last 15 years in the cellar. “A good wine will be good from 
day one and then evolve, but France made us believe that the great wines begin green, harsh, and tannic, and 
that they need 20 years before they can be consumed. For me, that is false; it’s just French marketing,” he 
concludes.

Salin is not at all content with that commentary. “Rubbish! Chadwick doesn’t know what he’s talking about. 
He’s lacking a lot of information. The story of Bordeaux is centuries old. It is absurd to put the two categories 
against each other. What the consumer wants is consistency, and Errázuriz has not shown that. I am not saying 
that we are the best in the world, but we are the most consistent. I don’t think that one can build a brand by 
trying to destroy others. And look how Mr. Chadwick is forgetting everything that Bordeaux has contributed 
to Chilean vitiviniculture.”

Stupid or not, the war has been declared.

expert Panel:
César Fredes, critic of La Nación newspaper ; Patricio Tapia, critic for the Wikén supplement and Wine & 
Spirits magazine; Daniel Greve, writer for Planetavino.com; Paola Doberti, journalist for Capital magazine; Ana 
María Barahona, editor of Chilevinos.com; Margaret Snook, sommelier ; Marian Quiñones, journalist for la Cav 
magazine; Héctor Riquelme, sommelier, Santiago Ritz Carlton Hotel; Claudia Gómez, winemaker and writer 
for Vitiviniculture magazine; Rodolphe Bourdeau, sommelier and critic for La Tercera; Héctor Vergara, Master 
Sommelier ; Mariana Martínez, journalist for Planetavino.com.
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Eduardo Chadwick responds to the controversial ar ticle published recently in the Revista del Campo.

This past Monday, the “Revista del Campo,” the agricultural supplement of the Chilean newspaper El 
Mercurio, published a report by Sabine Drysdale on the blind tasting that Eduardo Chadwick conducted 
in Santiago a few weeks ago, in which he reenacted the tasting he organized in Berlin with Europe’s most 
renowned wine writers. In both tastings, Viñedo Chadwick 2000 was the clear winner over such labels as 
Lafite or Sassicaia. While the wines were not scored and ranked in the Chilean version of the tasting, they 
were in Berlin.

The article in question stimulated a great deal of controversy among the Chilean wine critics, be-
cause—according to some writers—it ridiculed the profession by revealing that many of us present in the 
Santiago tasting were unable to guess which wines we were tasting. And that was clearly true.

We at Planetavino believe in the importance of maintaining a sense of humor. And that part of the ar ticle 
was just a simple and irrelevant anecdote when compared with the acerbic declarations made by Eduardo 
Chadwick and Christophe Salin, president of Domaines Barons de Rothschild, in the second part of the 
report in reference to the experience in Berlin. Whether due to our own wounded egos as tasters or 
the author’s lack of judgment in mixing two unrelated topics, the importance of these declarations was 
overlooked.  

To put things into context, we reprint here a letter from Eduardo Chadwick in which he expresses his 
opinion on Salin’s comments. We therefore applaud the ar ticle in the Revista del Campo, which, although 
unfocussed and clumsy, has provoked a controversy that is both delicious and necessary.

Eduardo Chadwick:
“The French base their marketing on their historic prestige and never allow international critics to taste 
their wines blind. In fact, none of the five Grand Crus of Bordeaux participate in general tastings. They 
show their wines “en primeur,” in exclusive personalized and guided tastings in the Château—even with 
the North American critic Robert Parker. We, on the other hand, send our samples and hope they are 
tasted.

Cristophe Salin’s criticism and rejection of the results of world-renowned professional critics comes off as 
both unfounded and vain. Blind tasting is an interesting exercise in which the senses alone judge the qual-
ity of the wine. Furthermore, with respect to the ability to analyze the quality of a young Grand Cru, this 
is something that international critics clearly do every year “en primeur” in March, when Robert Parker 
determines his score, the price is set, and the wine is sold in its entirety. Winemakers also taste the wines 
just as early when they separate the great wine from the second blend or deuxieme vin.

The participants invited to take part in the Berlin Tasting were not consumers asked to choose the best 
wine for immediate consumption, but rather Europe’s most important critics, which is why the results are 
so relevant and so unaccepted by the French. Furthermore, everyone present knew exactly which wines 
and vintages were involved. The final ranking was based on overall quality, where structure and ageing 
potential were certainly very important characteristics.

Chile
Planetavino.cl
December, 2004

(Translation)

Eduardo Chadwick and the Berlin Tasting
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Salin’s mention of the “Mondavi Circus” is hardly 
realistic. Serious critics clearly agree that Robert 
Mondavi is the person most responsible for raising 
the image of Californian wines, which did not have 
much prestige or recognition in the 1970s—some-
what similar to the situation of Chilean wines today. It 
is due to all of these industry-wide activities, including 
Mondavi’s blind tastings and the legendary Opus One 
joint venture that California has been able to build its 
prestige and international image.

These blind tasting are not aimed at destroying anyone, and are certainly not intended to star t a war, as 
Salin suggests, but rather to simply put things into perspective and place the quality of our great Chilean 
wines among the finest wines of the world. In the end, we all compete in the international context, and it is 
the critics and consumers who will come to their own conclusions on the validity of these tastings.”

Sincerely,
Eduardo Chadwick
President of Viña Errázuriz
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Philippo Pszczólkowsky
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Wine Tasted Blind

A careful reading of the article, “El vino a ciegas”(Wine Tasted Blind), which describes what happened in the 
blind tasting of the renowned wines of the world and Chile, two French (Château Lafite 2000 and Château 
Margaux 2001) two Italians from Tuscany (Sassicaia 2000 and Solaia 2000), and three Chileans, all from Viña 
Errázuriz (Don Maximiano Founder’s Reserve 2001, Seña 2001, and Viñedo Chadwick 2000), provokes differ-
ent readings and feelings. 

First, I want to congratulate Eduardo Chadwick for his ability to market his wines. For better or for worse, the 
two central pages of the Revista del Campo spoke about his wines and, with this commentary, we continue 
speaking of them. However, if his intention had really been to compare Chilean wines with French and Italians, 
it would have been interesting if he had included motu propio some of his national competitors in the tasting. 
I suspect that the result would have been similar, and, in the eyes of the readers, even more impressive.

Second, the fact that well-respected wine tasters, whether from Chile or elsewhere, were unable to identify 
wines of such diverse origins is not at all unusual. How many times have I witnessed blind tastings in which a 
winemaker was unable to identify his or her own wine?

Once again, this is a matter of marketing, but this time professional. A winemaker, wine writer, or sommelier 
tries to create a public image that makes him the expert on the wines he is commenting on, when in reality 
he is only trained to provide a subjective orientation for the consumer in relation to a correct wine. It is per-
fectly possible that the expert’s comments do not create the degree of pleasure that the consumer expects 
after hearing or reading about a wine. It could be even more polemical; sometimes the commentary is not 
objective—there could be a number of “interests” behind what he is saying. But let’s set all that aside. Humans 
are the most playful creatures on Earth, and blind tastings and the different types of marketing are no more 
than some of the games invented, so finally it is the person who matters, even when mistaken.

However, there are people who can’t bear to lose a game, as well as those who refuse to even play. In the 
case of wine, there are countries or regions with renowned wines that do not want to play. For example, 
these wines never appear in international competitions where blind tastings take place. They have used ex-
traordinary marketing measures to create an image, and the idea of subjecting it to an independent interna-
tional jury, where the taster’s subjectivity is minimized by the sum of that of all of the participants, is too risky; 
it could destroy everything very easily. On the other hand, a wine from a lesser known country with a smaller 
image has much to gain by winning a major prize. 

The most classic of these examples is that of Bordeaux, France, whose constant argument is that centuries of 
history is reason enough to prove the wine must be good.

There is nothing unusual about a blind tasting reaching the conclusion that this one did. It simply shows that 
the wines currently produced in France, Italy, Chile, or other countries with advanced vitivinicultural technol-
ogy are correct and no longer correspond to the “wine” of yore.

A new round of the game has begun, and the New World countries have turned the tables. The powerful 
teams full of Old World stars are disconcerted and on the defence. “We can beat them,” the crowd cries, and 
the consumer wins. Cheers.

Chile
Revista del Campo, 

Agricultural 
supplement 

of El Mercurio 
newspaper

December 13, 2004
Philippo Pszczólkowsky

(Translation)

Philippo Pszczólkowsky
Agricultural Engineer, P. Catholic University
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Chile
Revista del Campo, 

El Mercurio 
January 10, 2005

(Translation)
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Translation of Article in “Vinbladet” - April 1, 2004.

Text below picture at page 17:

The tasting took place in a very luxurious setting. In time of depression in Germany and with Berlin on the 
verge of bankruptcy, the group of Ritz-Carlton has built a luxury hotel in “no man’s land” at Potsdammer 
Platz.

The whole lot in stone, marble and the most precious kinds of wood costs 400 million euros or 3 billion DKK. 
The amount is more “decent” if you calculate the costs per room. The costs for a standard room is “only” 7,5 
million DKK. For the amount of approx. 3.000 DKK per night, you will have a bed in which even the Princess 
would have difficulties in feeling the famous Pea. The guest will have both bar, bath tub with pillows and a 
table in the middle, a separate shower and toilet, a special place designed to place your diamond ring and a 
separate telephone for ordering champagne. An invitation to order tea while relaxing in the bath robe.

If the temperature gets too hot, you will find the swimmingpool in the basement together with massage- and 
fitnessroom. Outside the hotel, you find some of the luxury shops of Berlin and the extravagant “Sony 
Center” - This center is by the way getting out of breath - The plan is to unite the total Sony Group in its 
European headquarter in London.

Mr. Lars Bo Henriksen from H.J. Hansen Vinhandel participated in the tasting - A man who shined like the sun 
when the result of the tasting was released.

Top wines from Bordeaux, Italy and Chile
 - And a surprising winner.

Suddenly you become a small part of the winehistory, but I did not know until I was back home and read 
about it. A story about Stag’s Leap Cabernet Sauvignon 1973 from California, which in 1976 won a 
blindtasting in Paris over the best wines from Bordeaux and the famous vintage 1970 of Torres Grand 
Coronas Black Label which in 1979 was elected best Cabernet Sauvignon by the French magazine “Gault 
Millau”. Now they are back again - “Chile triumphs at judgement of Berlin” was the headline of the British 
winemagazine “Harpers”. Vintage 2000 of Vinedo Chadwick from Chile won over what was supposed to be 
the vintage of the century from Bordeaux.

The editor of Vinbladet participated in the international tasting in Berlin - a majority vote - and he does not 
agree - On the contrary!

This is it! A duel where 3 countries show the best they can do in quality and price. The Premier Crus of 
Bordeaux are still the most expensive wines, but Italy also takes part in the duel with Sassicaia, Tignanello and 
Solaia.”The dark horse” in the tasting was Chile. With Topwines at prices of 25% of the most expensive 

Denmark
Vinbladet

April 1, 2004
Circulation: 5.000

Number of readers: 15.000
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Bordeaux wines Chile had nothing to lose. The settings could not be better - The world’s most luxury
product was served at the beautiful new “jewelbox” in Berlin, the Ritz-Carlton Hotel at Potsdammer Platz. At
this place - a former “no man’s land” - the border between the old east and the old west - 3 countries met in
a duel on bouquet and taste.

The wines too “shut down”?

An almost similar tasting was held one year ago. At that time, Bordeaux vintage 1999 - Chateaux Margaux
and Latour won the duel. This year Bordeaux lost with vintage 2000.

“The wines were too shut down” was the argument and I agree on that.Vintage 1999 from Bordeaux is
however perfect for a blindtasting with topwines from the new world. Soft and concentrated with a lot of
new oak. It is much more difficult with Bordeaux vintage 2000 which for the greatest classic wines is a vintage
not just for connaisseurs of wine but especially for connaisseurs of Bordeaux wines. It is like looking through a
frosted window. You sense the potential - not until in 10 or 15 years the window will be clear.

A typical example was the first wine which one of the leaders of the tasting listed as the poorest of the wines,
while I listed the same wine as the winner. The wine was Chateau Margaux 2000 - Could anybody disagree
more?

Italy - the great loser

However, everybody agreed that Italy was the great loser in the duel. Solaia 2000 from Marchsi Antinori was
the most popular Italian wine - also my favourite. Tignanello 2000 and Guado al Tasso 2000 also from
Marchesi Antinori were disappointing. However, opinions differed about Sassicaia 2000. A very elegant wine -
light and mineral with some cherry and a lovely acid and firm tannins together with the present thin body.
Perhaps there was a difference in the 2 bottles served - Perhaps it was again the feminine and neat versus the
more masculine making opinions differ.

The wines from Chile were easy to recognize. Don Maximiano 2000 and 2001 from Vina Errazuriz ended up
at the buttom of the list, Sena 2000 and 2001 were placed in the middle while Vinedo Chadwick 2000 and
2001 were my 2 Chilean favourites with 92-94 points to the last one - But still far away from the famous 98-
100 points I gave to Chateau Margaux, Lafite and Latour in vintage 2000 (a few points less to vintage 2001).

Majority decides

It was very much a matter of opinion in Berlin. Most of the tasters liked fruity and uncomplicated wines the
most - And their opinion was just as correct as the opinion of the ones favourizing the more classical style
like for instance Mr. Steven Spurrier and myself. The problem in Berlin is not that our opinions differ, but that
we have to make a majority decision. We see the weakness of democracy - Everything ends up as a thick
mass with nobody being neither unsatisfied nor satisfied.

“A duel between topwines from Bordeaux, the new world and Italy would be interesting” the wine expert of
Politiken, Jørgen Mønster (Danish winejournalist) told me once during a tasting in Stockholm. This was such a
tasting.

In my opinion, Bordeaux still produces the world’s best cabernet wines. I have been dis- appointed with the
topwines from Italy during the last years. The quality of Chilean wine is much better and has improved very
much during the last years.
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Signed by Peter Winding (editor)

Text below the picture with bottles:

“Margaux 2000 is like a Ferrari - Tough, hard, noisy, primitive and sophisticated with a wonderful hold on the
road. Not exactly pleasant, but sensuous, extremely present with an arrogant distance. Not a car you enjoy to
drive every day but the car you long for every single day”.

“Vindeo Chadwick 2000 is like a Toyota Lexus - Powerful, disciplined and deep with an incredible suspension
which catches and moderates even the toughest roughness. Extremely comfortable, concentrated and
delicious with a distinguished balance and a sound level so low that you do not notice it before the bottle is
empty. A car you would love to drive every day”.
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Delikat
Martina Malle

The New vs. the Old World

Terroir is the magical word for the characteristics given to the wine by the soil, including the influences of the
local climate.

The most expensive wine from the Bordeaux and the Toscana faced Chilean top products from Viña
Errázuriz in the blind tasting Three Terroirs. Corageous, but at the end even the members of the jury were
surprised. The New World overshadowed established names like Latour, Lafite and Sassicaia. The winner:
Viñedo Chadwick 2000. Second place: Seña 2001. The result must be taken with caution, because a tasting is
a snapshot of wine in different developement stages. My conclusion: Chilean wine is drinkable in its younger
years, so the comparison is difficult, nevertheless the Southamerican bottles can measure up to their
European counterparts.

Viñedo Chadwick: 84,60 Euro, Gottardi, phone: 0512/587 13 20

Seña 2001: available this fall , 50-60 Euro, Schlumberger, phone: 01/36 86 89 20

Austria
Kurier Freizeit

March 20, 2004
Circulation: 320.000

Number of readers: 666.000
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Errázuriz, Seña & Co / Chile versus the rest of the world

FALLSTAFF - TASTING

Errázuriz, Seña & Co
A blind tasting with an astonishing outcoming

In january of this year Errázuriz-boss Eduardo Chadwick invited around 50 wine experts from parts of Europe 
to Berlin to introduce his current wine in the recently reopened Ritz-Carlton-Hotel. The Chilean top winery, 
linked with Robert Mondavi through two joint ventures, Seña and Arboleda, has conquered a new luxury 
market niche with Viñedo Chadwick since the vintage of 1999, wich comes from a single enclave in Maipo. In 
a blind tasting the Chileans Don Maximiniano, Seña and Viñedo Chadwick vintage 1999 faced wines from 
Châteaux Lafite-Rothschild, Latour and Margaux from around the same years as well as big names from the 
Toskana like Sassicaia, Tignanello, Guado al Tasso and Solaia. The results from the blind tasting -each juror 
listing his three favourites- ranked Viñedo Chadwick 2000 with gold, Seña 2001 with silver and Lafite-
Rothschild 2000 with bronce, from the Chilean point of view an incredible success. So incredible, that 
according to the opinion of some jurors, the results should better not be made public. 

Instead I believe that the outcoming should be interpreted accordingly. The storm of enthusiasm caused by 
the top Bordeaux vintage 2000 coupled with a never before seen price increase should be remembered and 
serve as a lesson. Nowadays you have to pay over 400 Euro for these wines, and then a panel consisting of 
50 people will rank them behind the Chileans. 

Why? Answer number one: the Chilean top wine is simply excellent. Nevertheless, it must be remembered 
that Chilean wine contain 1% to 1.5% more alcohol than the competition from Bordeaux, a fact which is 
often forgotten during a blindtasting and should not be underestimated because of the important role it plays. 
Wine from warmer regions like Chile or the Toskana is not only more vigorous, but also sweeter and 
drinkable during its younger years. A yet to be classic from the left riversider of the Bordeaux doesn't look 
very impressive after two, three years. It doesn't play a significant role though; because who, please, opens a 
Premiers Grands Crus during his prepubescent years? 

Modern, more vigorous names like Gerard Perse, Graf Neiperg or a Stephan Derenancourt should have been 
choosen to compete against the Chileans, which would have little to laugh compared to such wine as Pavie, 
La Mondotte and company. But that is a different story...

Regarding the wine of the Toskana, it tends to show some rusticality, marked by a sour arch. In an apple and 
pear contest, only the moment counts, and in this trial the Chileans left their competitors behind. It would be 
extremely interesting to compare the same wine in ten years, but by then there will be no Chilean bottles 
left, already drunken out with pleasure. For Fallstaff Peter Moser.

89 Errázuriz Single Vineyard Sauvignon Blanc 2003, Casablanca Valley

14% bright greenyellow, soft grass reminisence, paprika, lemon and honeymelon, the fermentation in the 
barrel gives the wine a texture, varied aromatic and interesting souerness, elegant and lasting, kiwis in the 

Austria
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Chilean top wine in the lead
Spectacular success during the Blind Tasting in the Ritz Carlton

Best Bordeaux ranked on places three and four

Berlin (Allgemeine Hotel-und Gaststätten-Zeitung)
(newspaper for Hotels)

Big names are likely to be challenged. This is specially true for the winescene. The most recent example comes 
from the blindtasting held in the brand new Ritz Carlton in Berlin, where an international jury consisting of 
renowned wine journalists and wine experts like Steven Spurrier, René Gabriel, Peter Moser and Jens Priewe 
reviewed the best wines from France, Italy and Chile. The results surprised even the jurors: two Chileans 
landed on the the first and second place surpassing honorable names like Château Margaux, Château Latour 
and Sassicaia. “A milestone in the history of Chilean winegrowing!” thinks Eduardo Chadwick and sees parallels 
with the historic winetasting in 1976, where the british journalist Steven Spurrier confronted in a blind tasting 
Californian newcomers against big name Bordeauxs. The result brought the international breakthrough for 
Californian wine. 

A polofield as a vineyard

The highest score in the Berlin “Three-Terroir-Tasting” was achieved by the 2000er Viñedo Chadwick, a wine 
which grows on a former polofield. Eduardo Chadwick, President of Viña Errázuriz, planted the former training 
terrain from his father in the Maipo valley south from Santiago in the year 1992 with Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Cabernet Franc and Carmenére. In 1999 the first wine was made, which inmediately became a cultwine 
in Chile. During the blind tasting the 2000 vintage from Chadwick impressed the jurors so much, that they 
ranked the wine higher than the renowned Bordelaiser Château. The second place was taken by a wine with 
a similar thrilling story: when Robert Mondavi first visited Chile, he was so fascinated and impressed by the 
possibilities of this wineparadise, that he offered Eduardo Chadwick a joint venture, serving as a prototype the 
“Opus One”. The result is called “Seña” and bears the signatures of Robert Mondavy and Eduardo Chadwick 
on the label.

Germany 
Allgemeine Hotel
- u. Gaststätten-

Zeitung
February 21, 2004

Circulation: 33.716
Number of readers: 74.175
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On the way up 

“Every time I taste the best Chilean wine, I notice that they are getting closer to the world’s best, having consid-
erably more attractive prices compared to the established icons”, thinks famous wineexpert René Gabriel. 

The results from the blind tasting are presented in the following ranking:

1st place: 2000 Viñedo Chadwick, Viña Errázuruz, Valle del Maipo

2nd place: 2001 Seña, Viña Errázuriz & Robert Mondavi, Valle del Aconcagua

3rd place: 2000 Château Lafite, Premier Grand Cru Classé, Pauillac

4th place: 2001 Château Margaux, Premier Grand Cru Classé, Margaux

5th place: 2000 Seña, Viña Errázuriz & Robert Mondavi, Valle del Aconcagua

6th place: 2000 Château Margaux, Premier Grand Cru Classé, Margaux

7th place: 2000 Châteaux Latour, Premeir Grand Cru Classé Pauillac

8th place: 2001 Viñedo Chadwick, Viña Errázuriz, Valle del Maipo

9th place: 2001 Don Maximiniano, Viña Errázuriz, Valle del Aconcagua

10th place: 2001 Château Latour, Premier Grand Cru Classé, Pauillac

11th place: 2000 Solaia, Marchesi Antinori, Toscana IGT

12th place: 2000 Guado Al Tasso, Marchesi Antinori, BolgheriDOC

13th place: 2001 Château Lafite, Premier Grand Cru Classé, Pauillac

14th place: 2000 Tignanello, Marchesi Antinori, Toscana IGT

15th place: 2000 Sassicaia, Tenuta San Guido, Bolgheri DOC

16th place: 2000 Don Maximiniano, Viña Errázuriz, Valle del Aconcagua
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Mijlpaal voor Chileense Wijn 

Eind januari kwam in Berlijn een aantal
internationaal gewaardeerde, Europese
wijnschrijvers bij elkaar voor een
bijzondere proeverij. De als deskundig en
kritisch bekend staande deskundigen
proefden blind een reeks rode wijnen,
waaronder de fijnste uit Bordeaux en
Italië. De wijn met de hoogste score bleek
echter een Chileen, namelijk de Viñedo
Chadwick 2000 van Viña Errázuriz uit de
Valle del Maipo

In het Ritz Carlton Hotel in Berlijn zijn
op 23 januari jl. in een blindproeverij 16
wijnen de revue gepasseerd. Het betrof
zes Franse toppers uit de Médoc, te weten
Château Lafite 2000 en 2001, Château
Margaux 2000 en 2001 en Château
Latour 2000 en 2001, vier Toscaanse
toppers, namelijk Solaia 2000, Tignanello

2000, Sassicaia 2000 en Guado al Tasso 2000 en zes Chilenen – alle van Viña
Errázuriz. Hiermee is meteen duidelijk, maar het is goed om het hier toch ook
expliciet te vermelden, dat de proeverij was georganiseerd op initiatief van Viña
Errázuriz.

De jury bestond uit een internationaal gezelschap van 36 personen. De wijnen
werden blind geproefd in een absoluut willekeurige volgorde. Bij het démasqué
bleek dat de Italianen het in dit gezelschap er slecht vanaf hadden gebracht en dat de
grands crus classés uit Bordeaux alle in de middenmoot waren beland, maar dat Chili
de eerste twee plaatsen bezette. De hoogste score was voor Viñedo Chadwick 2000
van Viña Errázuriz uit de Valle del Maipo. Deze relaltief nieuwe icon-wijn werd als
13 e ingeschonken. Nummer twee was een al iets bekendere, want langer op de
markt zijnde Chileense icon-wijn: Seña 2001 van de joint venture van Viña Errázuriz
en Robert Mondavi uit de Valle del Aconcagua. Deze wijn zat in glas 11. Derde was
Château Lafite-Rothschild 2000 uit Pauillac, glas 14, vierde was Château Margaux
2001 uit Margaux, glas 7 en vijfde was Seña 2000, glas 9. 

Ik wil hierbij opmerken dat in dergelijke proeverijen wijnen uit de nieuwe wereld
meestal als beste uit de bus komen. Het zijn door hun voluptueuze, rijke elegantie,
hun fruit en hun fijn getunede toasting bijna altijd meteen al in hun jeugd
verrukkelijke wijnen. Grote bordeaux's, met een klassiekere structuur, presenteren
zich terughoudender en hoekiger in zo'n jeugdig stadium. Ze laten zich niet zo
gemakkelijk “nemen”.

Netherlands
wijnplezier online
February 12,2004 
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Milestone for Chilean wine

End of January a number of international respected, European wine-writers came together for an exceptional 
tasting. The –as experts and critical known– professionals tasted blind a number of red wines, of which the 
finest from Bordeaux and Italy. The wine with the highest score was however a Chilean wine, namely the 
Viñedo Chadwick 2000 of Viña Errázuriz from Valle del Maipo.

On 23 Janaury, 16 wines where presented during a blind tasting in the Ritz Carlon Hotel in Berlin. It 
concerned six French top-wines from the Médoc, Château Lafite 2000 and 2001, Château Margaux 2000 and 
2001 and Château Latour 2000 and 2001, four Italian top-wines, namely Solaia 2000, Tignanello 2000, 
Sassicaia 2000 and Guado al Tasso 2000 and six Chilean wines, all from Viña Errázuriz. In this connection it is 
clear, but good to mention it explicitly, that the tasting was organised on the initiative of Viña Errázuriz.

The jury consisted of an international audience of 36 persons. The wines where tasted blindly in an absolutely 
random sequence.

At the unmasking it appeared that the Italian did not do well in this standing and that all Grand Crus Classés 
from Bordeaux where in the middle group, but that Chile had the first two places. The highest score was for 
Viñedo Chadwick 2000 from Viña Errázuriz from the Valle del Maipo. This relatively new Icon-wine was 
pored in as number 13. Number two was the a bit more known, already longer on the market, Chilean Icon-
wine: Seña 2001 from the joint venture between Viña Errázuriz and Robert Mondavi from the Valle del 
Aconcagua. This wine was in glass no. 11. The third was Château Lafite-Rothschild 2000 from Pauillac, glass 
no. 14, and fourth became Château Margaux 2001 from Margaux, glass 7, and fifth was Seña 2000, glass no. 9.

I want to remark that in these kind of comparison wines from the New World mostly turn up as the best. It 
are because of their voluptuous, rich elegance, their fruit and fine-tuned toasting almost directly in their youth 
splendid wines. The large Bordeaux-wines, with their more classical structure, present themselves a bit more 
reserved and stiff in such a youthful stage. They are not so easy to ‘take’.

Netherlands
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February 12, 2004
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Winemaking Excursion to Chile, news from a country located at the end of the world.

Icon wines beyond the Andes
Extensive country with a great potential: Chile´s weather conditions are paradisiacal for viticulturists.

Paradisiacal Conditions : In a very brief but concise way, international wine producers and investors describe
Chile´s situation. An unchanging and warm weather does not allow fluctuations among harvest as the ones
we know in Europe. Lack of water is neither in this Andean country an important issue.

Furthermore, Chile has taken advantage of its isolation between the turbulent Pacific Ocean and rough Andes
Mountains. while vineyards all over the world were attacked by the grape bug (phylloxera), Chile was the only
winegrowing country in the world that was not affected.

Today, Chile with around 100.000 hectares of vineyards ( two and a half times more than Austrian vineyards),
is very well developed in wine making. And each time with greater foreign support, wines from the New
World make their way into the Old Continent.

In Austria we are far from ending with the boom of red Chilean champions. In this manner, Viña Casa Silva
from the Colchagua Valley is one of the youngest among the newcomers, distributed by Wine Company.

And it was well proved at the Berlin Tasting two weeks ago, the distinguished wine stars of the Andes, from
where Chilean wine economy has increased amazingly in the last ten years, imposing with more strength in
the international Olympo of wine.

Eduardo Chadwicks top wines applied – Viñedo Chadwick, Don Maximiano (Errázuriz) and Seña (from the
joint venture with Mondavi)- vintages 2000 and 2001, the garnets from Bordeaux (Lafite, Margaux and
Latour) and from Toscana (Solaia, Sassiaia, Guado al Tassi).

The winner of the blind tasting at Berlin was called Viñedo Chadwick 2000, followed by Seña 2001. Only in a
third place we can see a European wine with Chateau Lafite 2000 on top of Margaux and in a fifth place Seña
2000.

With Viñedo Chadwick, a wine from the Maipo Valley which first release was only in 1999, a new star begins
for Chilean alliance of cult wines. We also can find among these icons Don Melchor and Almaviva from the
biggest and most known Chilean wine producer Concha y Toro.

Luchy Kattus, Rack & Mack. The Viennese distribuitor was in charge of Concha y Toro wines that used to be
distributed by Mounier. There is a comfort for Mounier de Schlumberger company: with Chadwick, Errázuriz
and Seña they still have Chilean products of very high quality for sale.

The bitter side: with respect to prices, the top Chilean winemakers quickly learned to think like Europeans.
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From the wineworld
By Kurt Bracharz
e-mail: kbracharz.vol.at

The biggest wine distributor in Germany is the discounter Aldi (similar to Walmart), where the average price 
for a 0.75 liter bottle is 1,74 Euro. So it was stated in the German magazine "Feinschmecker", which contains a 
lot of interesting information regarding delicacies. Germans spend only on 13,4 percent of wine they buy 
more than 2'99 Euro. So the proverb "life is too short to be drinking bad wine" can not have German origin. 
Like most things in life, not every expensive wine is good, but on the other hand a good wine simply can't be 
too cheap. For the sake of comparison: the cheapest juvenile wine vintage 2003 in the Vinarium in Bregenz 
("Wein zu Winzerpreisen", wine at prices for wholesale) costs 3,67 Euro, which means that for the average 
German wineconsumer this wine is already in the upper price category. 

By the way, the market with the greatest promise, like with other consumer goods, is China. For a rising 
middleclass the consumption of foreign wines in a restaurant has become a status symbol (albeit there is 
localy produced wine which plays no significant role). One of the first American winemerchants in Beijing tells 
that in 1995 he delivered to a group of Chinese business man in a karaoke bar twelve bottles of Château 
Lafite Rotschild, costing 200 dollars a piece. In the karaoke bar the wine was mixed with Sprite, melon- and 
orangejuice. Nevertheless, we shouldn't laugh to loud, because it hasn't been too long that a major from a 
community in Voralberger converted a box of French wine from a similar quality into mulled claret (also 
known as brandwine). Only the price discourages the usage of Bordeaux to make mullet claret, which 
probably tastes better than the mulled claret made out of a young German Lemberger. Regarding this topic I 
should mention that during the blind tasting held in Berlin this january two Chilean competitors overtook 
Margaux, Latour or Sassicaia. The 2000er "Viñedo Chadwick" took the first spot, followed by "Seña" on the 
second spot from Mondavi and Chadwick. Eduardo Chadwick stated to his audience the parallels between 
the "Berlin Tasting" and the world famous 1976 blind tasting organized by Steven Spurrier, during which the 
Californian newcomers beat the French Bordelaiser, setting a milestone for their rise into the top leagues.

The biggest variety and selection in wine tasting will be offered by the "ProWein" fair hold in Düsseldorf from 
the 29th of february to the 2nd of march. Anyone specially interested in Mouton Rothschild should participate 
in the "Weltraritäten-Weingala" from Jan Eric Paulson during the 5th of march, held in the Kronenschlöschen in 

65347 Eltville-Hattenheim, where the best vintages from the last eighty years will be present, for example 
rarities like Rheingauers from the last three centuries and a six course meal from Patrick Kimpel. However, 
everybody should bring at least 1400 Euro. The wine tasting "Rare & Big"on february 20th is much more 
affordable, 3 pm in the Kasematten of the Palais Coburg in Berlin (120 Euro, inscrpitions with 
brigitte.achs@palais-coburg.com), where Serena Suthcliffe from Sotheby's will present fifteen great wines from 
the past ten years from California, Côte du Rhóne and Bordeaux. 

Special mention for Cabernet Savignon vintage 1978 from Robert Mondavi, a 1983er Cornas from Jaboulet 
Ainé and a Château Malescot St. Exupéry vintage 1976. The wine come froms the Robert Paul Collection; 
almost all of them were acquired by Palais Coburg in an auction. 
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Châteaux-Margaux-owner Corin Mentzelopoulos and her enologist Paul Pontarlier as well as Viña Errázuriz 
owner Eduardo Chadwick. 

(Claes Löfgren)

Chile versus Bordeaux
Comparisons of topwines from the Old and New World transmit a distorted image.

Right now a ghost wanders through the wineworld and the internet: Terroir. Some consider this term a man 
made fiction, even an ilusion. For others the word Terroir invoces magic. What was the author thinking when 
describing wine as gravel-terroir-condiment? Probably nothing. An exact definition or translation of "Terroir", 
which refers to the French system of Apellations controlèes, doesn't exist. According to the Oxford 
Winelexicon from Jancis Robinson different factors are responsible for the Terroir, among them are the 
composition of the soils, the altitude, the slope of the soil and the angle of the sunrays, the climate 
(temperature and rain downpour), as well as the humidity of the soil. In the old world, the composition of the 
soil has always played a decisive role. Countries of the new world however, like Australia or Chile, don't want 
to continue to trail behind Europe and are paying increasing attention to the characteristics of the soil, at least 
much more than in the past. Considering the ever increasing popularity of the word "Terroir" and its 
inflationary use, it comes as no surprise that the producer Viña Errázuriz recently organized a blindtasting in 
Berlin under the name "Three Terroirs". Owner Eduardo Chadwick tryed to proof that the Southamerican 
country can shine with a unique Terroir. His three topwines came from two different regions: The grapes for 
the Don Maximiano Founder´s Reserve and the Seña (which is produced in a joint venture with Robert 
Mondavi) can be found in the Aconcagua Valley, the ones responsibly for the recently launched Viñedo 
Chadwick are from the Maipo Valley. The former is dominated by gravel and a layer of clay, while the 
Aconcagua region is a river valley with a lot of stones, in deeper parts of it a granit-clay layer can be found. It 
seldom rains and usually only in winter. The average downpour is 238 milimeters for the Aconcagua valley 
milimeters and 484 for the Aconcagua valley. For the sake of comparison: the Toskana has 796 milimeters of 
rain, the Bordelais has 914 milimeters. 

¿Where does Chile stand today? Can the best Chileans face the European elite? Chadwick wanted to get the 
answers and put his three Cabernet Sauvignon based wines against the stars from Bordeaux and the Toskana. 
The results were as follows: 

An international jury consisting of 40 members positioned the Chilean wines in the first and second places. 
The highly taunted Bordeaux only achieved the third place. However, the NZZ has a different approach on 
the matter. The outcoming must be considered carefully. Chilean wine has indeed achieved a considerable 
level of quality. The winner charmes not only with sweet fruit and concentration, but also through its 
elegancy. It should be pointed out that products from countries like Chile enjoy in their younger years are 
much more likeable and approachable taste than the wines from the old world and hence seduce the taster. 
But the Southamerican country must still proof that his top representants have the potential for years of 
storage. A Seña from the year 1995 was percieved as weak and didn't provide much pleasure. Here goes my 
challenge: in ten more years the outcome of the blindtasting would be very different. The Bordeaux were -as 
it usually happens in these unreliable blindtastings- clearly undervalued. The mighty 2000ers still require a few 

(Translation)
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years to show their true greatness. Everyone who stores a Château Margaux or a Château Lafite-Rothschild
from this vintage in his cellar, has made a costly, but smart and worthwhile investment. From the lower quality
2001 vintage the fine Château Lafite Rothschild ranked the best. The worst ratings were for the Italians: it is
quit possible, that the higly praised Super-Toskans are generally somewhat overrated. Finally, I would like to
point out the fact that during lunch the bottles which were fist emptied were the Bordeauxs...

Peter Keller

16 wines tested
The premise: the Cabernet Sauvignon is considered to be the king among the different wines. This explains
the high profile of the blindtasting: a total of 16 wines from the Bordeaux, the Toskana and Chile were
ranked. Only one sort wasn't Cabernet, the Tignanello vintage 2000 from Marchesi Antinori (80% Sangiovese,
20% Cabernet). Italy's cards consisted of the Sassicaia 2000, the Tenuta San Guido, the Solaia 2000 and the
Guado Al Tasso, both from Marchesi Antinori. Bordeaux sent three Grands Crus classés into the race:
Châteaux Margaux, Latour and Lafite-Rothschild from the renowned vintages 2000 and 2001. Chile tried his
luck with Don Maximiniano 2000 and 2001, Viñedo Chadwick 2000 and 2001, both from "Viña Errázuriz", as
well as Seña vintage 2000 and 2001.

The results from the jury are as follows:

1. Viñedo Chadwick 2000 Errázuriz, price 78 Fr., distributed by Mövenpick; phone: 041 766 81 81

2. Seña 2001. Errázuriz & Mondavi, price about 80 Fr., distributed by Mövenpick

3. Château Lafite-Rothschild 2000. Price around 450-500Fr., on auctions

NZZ own ranking

1. Château Margaux 2000, price around 450-500 Fr., on auctions

2. Château Lafite-Rothschild 2000. Price around 450-500Fr., on auctions

3. Viñedo Chadwick 2000, Errázuriz
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Berlin Tasting quotes
“The Three Terroir Tasting was impressive and showed the high level of quality that Chilean wines have
reached. Specially thrilling for me was the fact that during the blind tasting there was a clear and sensoric
distinction between Italy, France and Chile, and it made me very glad that the Chilean wines had a
recognizable and individual character as well as an outspoken high level of quality. It shows that Chilean's
Terroirs are able to accomplish greatness”.

Markus del Monego, Master of Wine and Sommelier World Champion 1998

“Each time I open the best Chilean wines I realize that they are each time getting closer to the world class-
also with very attractive prices in front of established icons”

Renè Gabriel from Weinwisser, Switzerland

“Comparisons between New World wines and Old World Wines always resultfascinating. All though we
shouldn´t superestimate the results, the Three Terroir Tasting at Berlin showed us that Cabernet Sauvignons
such as Seña, Viñedo Chadwick and Don Maximiano are at the same level of the most important wines of
Bordeaux”.

Jens Priewe, Weingourmet, Germany


